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ACTOR OR ACTRESS 

Word Example 

Film industry The Indian film industry has many famous 
actors/actress. 

Talented Deepika Padukone is one of the 
most talented actresses in the world. 

Beautiful and adorable She is beautiful and adorable.    

Immensely skilled She is an immensely skilled theatre artist. 

Various genres She has worked in movies of different 
genres. 

 Versatile and glamorous. She is very versatile and glamorous.  

Blockbuster movies She has been a part of manyblockbuster 
movies. 

Fashion icon She has become a youth's fashion icon.  
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Gained success and fame She gained success and fame from her very 
first movie "Om Shanti Om" 

 

PATIENCE 

Word Example 

Invaluable skill Patience is an invaluable skill that people 
should learn. 

Frustration and disappointment With patience, we learn to deal 
with frustration and disappointment 

Emotional Practice Patience is an emotional practice to wait, 
watch and know when to act.   

Compassion Patience is a form of compassion. 
 

Hasty decisions With patience, we can learn to avoid hasty 
decisions. 

Calm and composed A patient person is always calm and 
composed 

Empathy Patience helps us build empathytowards 
others. 

Positive attitude Patience is a symbol of the positive 
attitude of a person. 

Informed decisions Patience allows us to make informed 
decisions 

Human Trait  Patience is a human trait to accept or 
tolerate problems without being anxious, 
worried or sad. 

Yell I sometimes lose control and yellwhen 
something goes wrong 

Constant nurturing. Patience is an invaluable skill that 
needs constant nurturing 

Avoid conflict  A patient person can always avoid conflicts. 

 

SCHOOL OR COLLEGE 

Word Example 

Renowned institute GNIMT College is one of the renowned 
institutes of Punjab 

Undergraduate I am an undergraduate student. 

Pursuing I am pursuing a diploma in Mechanical 
Engineering.  

Proficient Staff  All the staff members of my school 
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are proficient 
 

Healthy learning environment The teachers focus on creating a healthy 
learning environment in the classrooms. 

Affordable Tuition fees Many people choose government-aided 
colleges because of affordable tuition fees.  

Competitive and Co-operative Participating in sports teaches us to 
be competitive and co-operative at the 
same time. 

Cultural diversity Our university is a symbol of cultural 
diversity as students from different parts of 
the country/world study here.  

Massive Playground  There is a massive playgroundadjoining the 
school building. 

Top-notch facilities  The school building has top-notch 
facilities like art rooms, labs, library and 
security system.  

Interactive Screens panels Every classroom is equipped with an 
Interactive screen panel for digital learning.  

Graduation ceremony My parents will attend my graduation 
ceremony.  

Evaluation system  Our school follows a comprehensive 
evaluation system.  

Campus placement  The university pledges to provide campus 
placement. 

Distance-learning programme  I have recently enrolled in a distance-
learning programme.  

Variety of Programmes  The university offers a variety of full-time 
and distance-learning programmes.  

Accommodation facility   The hostel- rooms are furnished with the 
best accommodation facilities. 

 

SLEEP 

Word Example 

Power-nap I like to have a power-nap in the afternoon.  

Meditate and exercise I like to meditate and exercise before 
sleeping.  

 Mental and physical health Sleep is necessary for our mental and 
physical health.  

Vital role Sleep plays a vital role in our well-being 
 

Repair of damaged cell Sleep helps in the repair of damaged cells in 
our body 
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Boost immunity Having proper sleep boosts our immunity.  

Stress and anxiety  Not having enough sleep causesstress and 
anxiety. 

Sleep-deprivation Long working hours and sleep 
deprivation can lead to many health issues. 

 Disrupts appetite  Improper sleep-schedule can disrupt 
appetite and cause obesity.  

Concentration and Cognition  A good sleep directly influences 
our cognition and concentration 

Productivity and performance  Lack of sleep can result is 
low productivity and poor performance 

Depression and heart diseases Health issues, such as depression and heart 
stroke are strongly linked to poor sleep 
quality and sleeping disorders. 

Emotions and Social Interactions  Studies have proved the lack of sleep can 
reduce the ability of emotional and social 
interaction. 

 

EMAILS 

Word Example 

Hassle-free Emails are a hassle-free medium of 
communication 

Convenient  Emails are convenient and quick.  

Prompt  Emails are widely used by people to send 
and receive a promptresponse/message 
 

Integral part Emails have become an integral part of the 
formal communication 

Newsletter subscription I have subscribed to newsletters of different 
websites and blogs. 

Organise and store Emails are easy to organise and store as 
compared to letters. 

Locate and categorise Emails can be easily located and 
categorised. 

Cost-effective and environment-friendly People use emails as they are cost-
effective and environment-friendlybecause 
of no use of paper.  

Global access  With the help of the internet, emails 
are globally accessible. 

Attachments  We can send videos, photos and documents 
as attachments in emails.  

Built-in Abuse Detection  Email service providers have built-in abuse 
detection policy. 
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Spams  All the flag emails are directly delivered to 
the spam folder of emails.  

A popular source of marketing  Emails are a popular source of marketing 
and advertising products and services.  

 

PARKS 

Word Example 

Natural Beauty The Rose Garden in Chandigarh 
has extraordinary natural beauty 

Ecosystem This park is known for its striking ecosystem 

Easy to commute The park is located in the centre of the city 
and it is very easy to commutethere. 
 

Paranomic The panoramic flora and fauna of the park 
make it a must-visit place.  

Well-maintained The park is well-maintained.  

Serene and soothing The serene surrounding of the park is 
very soothing  

Spectacular view The spectacular views of the fountains, 
waterfalls and caves are mind blowing 

Recreational activities People like to visit this park for recreational 
activities 

Meditative/Meditation  The calm and peaceful surroundings of the 
park make me meditative 

Morning Breeze  I like to inhale the fresh morning breeze  

Interact with nature  Visiting a park helps me interact with 
nature. 

Develop a sense of community  Parks help kids to develop a sense of 
community.  

therapeutic effects  Walking and jogging in a lush green park 
have therapeutic effects on the human mind 
and body.  

 

SKY 

Word Example 

Twinkling stars My son gets excited to see twinkling stars. 

Gaze at Sometimes, I just love to gaze at the sky for 
no reason. 
 

Countless The sky was full of countless stars.  
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Clean and Clear sky  In a polluted city like Delhi, It is hard to catch 
a sight of clean and clear sky is hard to 
catch.  

Astronomy  I've always had an interest in astronomy. 

Constellation My friend and I spend hours to 
locate constellations at night.  

Mesmerising sunset  The only time I ever look at the sky is when 
there is a mesmerising sunset 

Star-studded sky The  star-studded sky at night presents a 
magnificent look 

Congested street   My house is located in a very congested 
street and it is hard to look at the sky from 
the window. 

 

PETS AND ANIMALS 

Word Example 

Furry-friend I have a Persian cat and she is my furry-
friend.  

Adorable and Friendly My pet cat is adorable and friendly. 
 

Mischievous. I have caught my cat 
doing mischievous stuff.  

Vaccination  The pet owners should be aware of timely 
vaccination of their pets.  

Cage  I hate the idea of keeping birds in cages.  

Aquarium  She bought a large aquarium for her pet fish. 

Cuddle  My cat likes to be cuddled. 

Attention-seeker All pets are attention-seekers. 

Companionship  Pets can give companionship to people who 
are living alone  

Therapeutic   Having a pet has a therapeutic effecton the 
mind.  

Frisbee  My dog likes playing with a frisbee.  

 

SHARING THINGS 

Word Example 

Character building Learning to share things contributes 
to building the character of a child 

Humility and Compassion Share things is a sign of humility, 
compassion and co-operation. 
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Decline I never decline a request to share my stuff 

Credibility  Sharing things creates credibility. 

Cooperation By sharing ideas, cooperation is 
strengthened. 

Generosity/Generous Sharing things is a sign of generosity. 
A generous person always shares his things.  

Positive impact Sharing concepts, ideas and experience has 
a positive impact on our personality. 

Grateful and appreciative Whenever someone shares something, we 
should be grateful and appreciative 

 

COLOURS 

Word Example 

Vivid and bright I want my room to be painted in vivid and 
bright colours.  

Subtle and sober She prefers subtle and sober colours for her 
dresses. 
 

Vivacious  Colours make our life vivacious and bright 

Royalty I like the blue colour as it represents royalty. 

Calm and peaceful My room is painted in a light purple colour 
which is very calming and peaceful.  

Ambience I think the colour of the walls directly affects 
the ambience.  

Spacious Bright colours make a place look spacious.  

 

PHOTOS AND PICTURES 

Word Example 

Candid I like candid pictures of people 

Nostalgic My childhood photos make me nostalgic.  

Reminisce We looked at our looked photos 
and reminisced about our good day. 
 

Capture shots.  The photographer captured many 
good shots.  

Passion into profession Many people start photography as 
a passion and then turn it into a profession.  

Wildlife Photographer/photography Wildlife photographers work 
in perilous circumstances.  
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Storage People use memory cards, pen drive and 
hard drives as storage for photographs. 

Reconnect and rejoice  Photos are a medium to reconnect and 
rejoice the old memories. 

Precious Moments I have captured many precious moments in 
my mobile camera 

Sleek Photo album Nowadays people want sleek and simple 
photo albums.  

 

ART 

Word Example 

Expression of emotions In my opinion, art is an expression of 
emotions and ideas 

Aesthetic People purchase paintings for their aesthetic 
values. 
 

Depicts The paintings depict the theme of Russian 
revolt.  

Landscape There was a beautiful landscape painting on 
the wall. 

Canvas My mother brought me a canvas to encourage 
me to paint.  

Elegant and restrained The painting is restrained yet elegant. 

Masterpiece This painting is a masterpiece. 

Exhibitions Once my father took me to an exhibition of a 
great painter. 

Art- gallery I recently visited an art gallery with my father. 

 

SUNGLASSES 

Word Example 

Protective Shield Sunglasses work as a protective shield for 
our eyes 

Damaging UV rays People wear Sunglasses to protect the eyes 
from damaging UV rays of the sun.  

Paired-tastefully, Style statement When paired tastefully, sunglasses can add 
a style-statement to our personality 
 

Blend of style and comfort Whenever I purchase a pair of sunglasses, I 
make sure it is a blend of style and comfort.  

Affordability  Brands like Fastrack have increased the 
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affordability of luxury sunglasses. 

Polarised Sunglasses My sister gifted me a pair of polarised 
sunglasses on my birthday.  

Aviators  For a casual look, I prefer aviators.   

Variety of Sunglasses Sunglasses come in various sizes and shapes, 
some of them are round, oval, rimless, 
squared and semi-rim.  

Accurate size of lenses Whenever buying sunglasses, I emphasize 
on accurate size of lenses. 

Optician I stopped by an optician to buy a pair of 
sunglasses.  

 

FOOD  

Word Example 

Variety of Meals This restaurant serves a variety of meals to 
its customers.  

Cuisines My mother taught me to cook traditional 
Indian cuisines.  
 

Recipe Book I have recently tried cooking "Lasagna" from 
a recipe book 

Mouth-watering Last week, I visited my grandmother and she 
cooked mouth-watering pasta for me.  

Starving I was starving so I went to the nearest pizza 
shop. 

Grab a bite I went to a nearby pizza shop to grab a bite. 

Have a sweet-tooth I am buying ice cream because my son has a 
sweet tooth and he needs dessert after 
dinner. 

Processed food items My wife advised me to avoid processed 
food items. 

Balanced-diet People, nowadays, have become very 
conscious to have a balanced diet. 

 

CIMENA AND MOVIES 

Word Example 

Source of Entertainment Movies are a great source of 
entertainment for people all around the 
world.  

Stress-busters People like comedy movies as they 
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are stress-busting. 
 

Genres and themes India film-industry produces movies on 
different genres and themes.   

Engage I have recently watched Avengers Endgame 
and it was an engaging film.  

Intriguing  The story of the film was veryintriguing. 

Riveted The audience was riveted to the seats till the 
end of the movie 

Animation/Animated  With high-end techniques, it has become 
easier for the producers to make animated 
movies. 

Screenplay Avengers Endgame also won 
Best Screenplay award at Cannes Film 
Festival.  

Award-winning performance Deepika Padukone gave an award-winning 
performance in Padmavat 

 

WEATHER AND CLIMATE 

Word Example 

Humid climate The climate of India is hot and humid.  

Coastal region Maharashtra falls in the coastal regionof 
India and therefore the weather is 
always moderate and pleasant there 
 

Harsh Winters In some regions like Sri Nagar and Jammu, 
the winter season is harsh as 
the temperature steeps down to -10 
degrees. 

Hailstorms Last years, hailstorms damaged crops and 
vegetation in some hilly areas.  

Weather Forecast I always check the weather forecastbefore 
leaving for office. 

Dense Fog The road was densely covered with fog 

Heatstroke and dehydration.  During summers, children and older people 
are highly affected by heatstrokes and 
dehydration. 

Scorching Heat People look for shade to protect themselves 
from scorching heat. 

Bloom, Rejuvenate Springs is my favourite season as flowers 
start blooming and the 
earth rejuvenates itself.  
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WORK 

Word Example 

Esteemed organisation I work in “Ralph and Lauren” which is 
an esteemed organisation based in the USA. 

Demanding job Being an analyst is a demanding joband I, 
sometimes, don’t get time to relax. 
 

Repetitive/ Dull work Sometimes, I find the work repetitive and 
dull. 

Flexible working hours The company provides flexible working 
hours. 

Commute Most of the people here commute to work 
by train or bus. 

Growth Opportunities  I would change my job if I get better growth 
opportunities 

Utilize and Explore I like to work at “ABC Company” as I get a 
chance to utilize my knowledgeand explore 
new ideas and opportunities. 

Amiable Environment The staff focuses on maintaining an amiable 
work environment. 

Well-designed infrastructure The office-building is well-designedand 
the infrastructure is impressive. 

 


